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DEMONSTRATING SEASONS WITHOUT GLOBES.
BY JOSEPH F. MORSE,
Hyde Park High School, Chicago.
From time immemorial the stock mode of demonstrating seasons has been to show the pupils a globe on which, by some device, the limit of sunshine and place of vertical rays at different seasons are shown.
The fundamental defect in this way of presenting the subject is that it gives the pupil a view-point he will never occupy in experience. It takes him off the earth and shows him a sunlit earth as seen from space. The pupil is neither on the earth nor on the sun, but at some convenient point in space from which he can see both earth and sun in their relation to each other.
It is doubtful if most pupils who study seasons from globes ever get back on the earth in a way to picture the sun's yearly movement as it appears to an observer upon the earth. By noting the relation of the sunshine edge to the latitude circles at different seasons, the pupil gets a general idea how the length of day varies with latitude and the seasons. He can also calculate from his space view of the earth the height of the noon sun above the horizon of different latitudes at different seasons. The teacher, or pupil, may further succeed in demonstrating by watching the direction of a pm's shadow, or otherwise the general directions of sunrise and sunset at different seasons. Pupils are thus put m possession of the elements necessary to form a correct picture of the sun's seasonal movement as seen by an observer at different latitudes; but the elements have been separately and laboriously acquired, and vary so much with the latitude considered, that most pupils fail to piece them together into a correct and clean-cut image. Ask any class who have been taught seasons, however thoroughly, from globes, whereabouts in the observer's sky the sun is during the weeks, or months, of continuous sunshine in the summer of polar latitudes, or how the sun moves with reference to the horizon to give perpetual equinox at the equator, or by what path below the horizon the sun at a given season passes from its setting to its rising point. If any considerable number of pupils can give correct answers to such questions, their teacher has earned the right to' retire on full pay.
The writer has wrestled for years with the globe demonstration of seasons without any flattering success.
Recently it has occurred to him, almost with the suddenness of a revelation, that it is entirely unnecessary, and a great mistake, to ever take pupils off the earth in demonstrating seasons, and that for this purpose earth-globes and tellurians are a snare and delusion.
The essential point in demonstrating seasons without globes is to have the pupils understand and image clearly the relation of the horizon plane and zenith of different latitudes to the celestial sphere.
On the principle of^Divide and conquer," this relation should be studied out first on a non-rotating earth, and then the effect of rotation considered.
Pupils readily grasp the idea of the celestial sphete, or sky, as a hollow sphere of measureless size, on which the stars keep fixed positions relative to each other forming dippers and other shapes and which we view from within. Pupils also find little difficulty in understanding the sky poles as points on the celestial sphere in line with the earth's axis, and the sky equator, as a line around the sky above the earth's equator and midway between the sky poles. The sky poles and equator remain fixed through the year, because the earth's momentum of rotation keeps the axis parallel with itself, except for the slow top-like swaying that appears in the precession of the equinoxes, and because the earth's orbit, notwithstanding its 93,000,000-mile radius, shrinks to a point in comparison with the measureless celestial sphere. The sky poles being fixed points on the sky, and the sky equator a fixed line, it follows that any given fixed star is either on the celestial equator, or north or south of it a certain number of degrees, and that its distance from the equator remains constant. For an observer on the earth's equator, the zenith is a point on the celestial equator, and the north and south poles of the sky, being 90 from the celestial equator, are on the observer's horizon, directly north and south of him. Viewed from the earth's equator the celestial equator, being parallel with and directly above the earth's equator, crosses the horizon due east and west, and passes directly beneath the observer through, his nadir. To picture clearly the celestial equator and sky poles as thus viewed from the earth's equator, let the pupil, imagining himself to be at the equator, trace on his sky with pencil point or index finger the east and west vertical circle, and point to the sky poles on his north and south horizon. At every latitude except the poles, the celestial equator crosses the observer's horizon directly east and west. To prove this let the pupil imagine himself at any latitude except the poles. If he then points one pencil at the pole of the sky that is above the horizon whatever its altitude and another pencil at the east or west point of his' horizon, the two pencils will make a right angle with each other. This proves that the east and west points of his horizon are 90 from the sky pole. They must therefore be points on the celestial equator, because this runs through all points on the sky that are 90 from the sky poles.
It is also true that at every latitude except the poles the horizon bisects the celestial equator, since both horizon and celestial equator are great circles, and any two great circles on a sphere bisect each other. The relation of observer's horizon plane to the celestial sphere may now be summarized as follows:
1. For an observer at the equator the celestial equator is an east-and-west vertical circle, and the sky poles are on the north and south points of the horizon.
2. Viewed from either pole of the earth, the corresponding pole of the sky is overhead, and the celestial equator encircles the horizon.
3. For latitudes between the equator and the poles, the altitude of one sky pole above the horizon and the depression of the other below it equals the latitude in number of degrees and the celestial equator crosses the horizon due east and west, with the half above the horizon slanting from the vertical position as many de- grees as the latitude, but in the opposite direction, leaning southward from the zenith for northern latitudes, and vice versa.
To aid the pupil in picturing the relation of the celestial equa- Let the pupil now transfer himself in thought to the earth's equator, arriving there March 21st. The poles of the sky are on the north and south points of his horizon, and the celestial equator is an east-and-west vertical circle. Being on the sky equator, the sun will follow the sky equator path with reference to the horizon, rising due east, passing overhead at noon, setting due west, and passing directly beneath at midnight. Since the observer's horizon plane cuts the sky poles, it bisects the celestial equator, making the days and nights equal. Combining, as before, the northward movement of the sun, due to the slant of the earth's axis with its daily westward circling of the sky caused by the earth's rotation, the sun will coil its way northward from the east-and-west vertical circle, crossing the east and west horizons and passing the zenith and nadir points a little farther to the north each day, until at the June solstice it will rise and set 23^ to the north of east and west and pass the zenith and nadir the same number of degrees to the north. From June solstice to September equinox the sun will return to the east-and-west vertical circle by the same winding path. During the December half of the year the sun will coil its way to a position 23^ to the south of the east-and-west vertical circle and return. Viewed from the equator, the daily circling of the sky by the sun is always around a point on the horizon the north or south pole of the sky, according as the sun is north or south of the celestial equator. The horizon plane, therefore, always bisects the daily path of the sun, making the day and night equal. Thus the equator has perpetual equinox.
The temperature seasons at the equator are due to the sun's seasonal movement just described. It is pretty hot all the time because the sun passes nearly overhead every day of the year, never crossing the meridian more than 23^ from the zenith. The yearly range of temperature is small because the days and nights are equal the year through, and because at a slant of 23,,^ from the vertical the farthest the noon sun gets from the zenith sunshine loses but 1/10 of its vertical strength, a given beam of light covering only 1/10 more surface at a slant of 23^ than it does when perpendicular as can be shown merchanically or by computation.
Let the pupil next imagine himself at some latitude between the equator and the poles say 60 north latitude and proceed as before to trace the sun's course with reference to his horizon.
His first step is to place the sky poles and celestial equator as seen from supposed latitude. At 60 north latitude the north pole of the sky is 60 above the horizon and the south sky pole 60 below it, the horizon plane being tipped northward that much from the equator position in which it cuts both sky poles. At this latitude the celestial equator would cross the observer's horizon due east and west as at all other latitudes, except the poles and would slant 60 southward from the east-to-west vertical plane i. e. the half above the horizon would slant southward. Viewed from 60 north latitude the equinox sun will therefore rise due east, pass 60 south of the zenith at noon, and set due west, and be above the horizon for 12 hours the horizon always bisecting the celestial equator, as shown above. While winding its way northward from the celestial equator, from spring equinox to summer solstice, the sun, as viewed from 60 north latitude, circles around a point 60 above the horizon the north pole of the sky with a gradually shortening radius. It is evident that this will carry the noon sun higher and the rising and setting points of the sun northward from east and west, and bring the midnight sun nearer the northern horizon, and thus lengthen the day by lessening the daily dip of the sun below the horizon. As the sun coils its way back to the celestial equator, circling around the north pole of the sky with a lengthening radius, the rising and setting points of the sun approach the east and west again, the noon sun sinks back toward a zenith distance equal to latitude, and the daily dip of the sun below the horizon increases, lengthening the nights at the <S/=> FIGURE 2.
expense of the days. From September equinox to December solstice, the sun winds around a point 60 below the southern horizon carrying the noon sun lower, and its rising and setting points southward from east and west, thus decreasing the diurnal arc of the sun and increasing its daily dip below the horizon. And then, as the radius with which the sun circles the south pole of the sky lengthens again from December to March, the noon sun mounts higher, the rising and setting sun approaches the east and west and the days and nights even up in length.
A diagram like Figure 2 , made by the pupil under guidance of the teacher, will aid in picturing the sun's yearly movement as seen from any given latitude. Figure 2 shows Figure 3 , the pupil will readily understand why northern seasons are reversed south of the equator.
With the south pole of the sky above the horizon, the long days and high noon sun occur around the December solstice, and the short days and low diurnal arc of the sun around the June solstice.
The method of demonstrating seasons here described and illustrated is believed by the writer to be superior, by every pedagogical principle, to the globe demonstration now so generally employed.^y
The globe method of teaching seasons takes the pupil off the earth at the start. Like some huge giant suspended in space, the pupil takes the earth, in the form of a 6-inch globe, in his hands, and holds it in various relations to the sun, or some artificial light, to see where the sunshine edge passes and wjiere the noon sun is vertical at different seasons. To determine the length of summer and winter days at different latitudes, he counts the meridian spaces conveniently laid off for him on his tiny earth.
To be of any service in interpreting or anticipating experience, the space knowledge of seasons thus acquired must be converted into terms of possible experience. In other words, the pupil must contract to his proper dimensions and get back on the real earth. This is where the rub comes in this method of teaching seasons.
As stated at the beginning of this paper, the several elements that enter into the picture of the sun's yearly movement as seen from different latitudes namely, the height of the noon sun, the place of sunrise and sunset, and the length of day are separately and laboriously acquired through inspection of globes, and vary so much with the latitude considered, that most pupils and possibly some teachers fail to piece them together into a correct and clean-cut image.
The method of demonstrating seasons here advocated keeps the pupil on the earth throughout. It is simpler and more direct than the globe method, and connects immediately with the observation and possible experience of the pupil. Questions that bewilder the globe student* of seasons are easily answered by pupils who have been taught seasons by the globeless method, as the writer knows from experience with three classes, two' in astronomy and one in physiography. For example, to locate the noon and midnight sun for any latitude at any season, the pupil who has been kept on the earth while studying seasons has to ask himself but two questions: 1. What is the altitude of the sky pole at the given latitude? 2. What is the distance of the sun in degrees from that pole at the season in question? Thus at 70 north latitude the altitude of the north sky pole is 70 . On June 21st the sun is 66^ from the north pole of the sky (23^ north of the celestial equator). Imagining the sun to circle around the north pole of sky with a 66^ radius, it is evident it would reach 46^ beyond (south) of the zenith at noon, and would miss the northern horizon by 3^ .
Besides giving a usable knowledge of seasons, the globeless method of teaching the subject has the additional advantage that it gives pupils a good introduction to astronomy by acquainting them with the diurnal motion of the stars, as viewed from any latitude, and putting them in the way of understanding the equatorial mounting of telescopes and the method of determining the form and size of the earth.
The writer is so fully convinced of the pedagogical superiority of the globeless method of demonstrating seasons that he feels certain it will displace the present globe method wherever it is given a fair trial. To make the trial of the new method a fair one it must be strictly globeless. To mix the globe and globeless methods of season demonstration is to make "confusion worse confounded/'
The writer will welcome question^, criticisms and suggestions from any and all teachers interested in the proposed revolution in the teaching of seasons.
